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marijuana Industry
Will growth continue despite the challenges?

S

ales of medical and recreational marijuana totaled
nearly $3 billion last year in what is one of the
nation’s fastest-growing industries. Experts say sales
could reach $35 billion by 2020 if all 50 states and

the District of Columbia legalize the drug. Currently, 23 states and
the District of Columbia sanction medical marijuana, and four of
those states and the District allow both medical and recreational
use. voters in more states are expected to legalize cannabis in
2016. Yet the industry faces big hurdles. Possession or sale of
marijuana remains illegal under federal law, and while the Obama
administration has opted not to enforce the law against users in

A customer shops for recreational marijuana at a
dispensary in Portland, Ore. Twenty-three states and
the District of Columbia permit medical marijuana,
and four of those states plus the District permit
both recreational and medical marijuana.

states that have legalized pot, the next president could abandon that
policy. what’s more, banks fearful of violating the federal law are
refusing to offer financial services to marijuana entrepreneurs,
making it difficult for them to expand their businesses and meet
soaring public demand. And while legal marijuana is generating
millions in state taxes, critics say the social costs, such as marijuanaimpaired driving, far outweigh the benefits.
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marijuana Industry
By William Wanlund

THE ISSUES

prevent distribution to minors
and keep marijuana-generated
revenue from reaching crimrom the outside, the
inals.
Seattle Cannabis Co. is
But the no-prosecution dinot much to look at —
rective only prescribes cura squat, asphalt-gray building
rent DOJ procedures under
on a gritty street in Seattle’s
the Obama administration.
industrial SoDo (South of
Since marijuana is illegal
Downtown) district. Opaque
under federal law, investors
windows thwart curious
and entrepreneurs are wary
passersby, and a polite but
of getting into the industry,
no-nonsense doorman checks
and stores like Ode’s find it
photo IDs to verify customers
difficult to get banking serare over 21.
vices such as checking acInside, however, the store’s
counts and credit card prospacious, brightly lit showcessing. “This is a cash-only
room gives customers a glitzy
business,” Ode says.
21st-century welcome to the
Aiding and abetting pronew world of legal recreational
duction and distribution of
marijuana. Glittering display
marijuana remains a felony
cases line the walls, showing
under federal law, wrote Julie
off dozens of types of marijuana
Andersen Hill, an associate
— maui wowie, Permafrost
law professor at the Univerand Snoop’s Dream among
sity of Alabama. “By providthem. Upbeat, contemporary
ing a loan and placing the
music murmurs quietly as cusproceeds in a checking acMarijuana proponents call for legalization of pot during
tomers and sales staff — “budcount, the [banking] instituthe annual Hash Bash rally at the University of Michigan
tenders” — discuss the effects
tion would be conspiring to
in Ann Arbor on April 4, 2015. The marijuana industry
produced by the different
distribute marijuana,” Hill
could reach $20 billion a year in sales by 2020 — and
strains of pot. On the walls,
wrote. “facilitating customers’
$35 billion if all 50 states and Washington, D.C.,
flat-screen televisions advertise
credit card payments would
legalize the drug.
the store’s myriad products —
be aiding and abetting the
including brownies and other edibles 2014, followed by stores in washington distribution of marijuana.” 1
and concentrates that can be inhaled, state on July 8 of that year. Recreational
Rep. Earl Blumenauer, an Oregon
eaten, drunk or rubbed onto the skin. sales in Oregon began this past Oct. 1. Democrat who is cosponsoring federal
“Typically we get 100 to 150 cus- Alaska and washington, D.C., also have legislation to allow banks to provide
tomers a day,” says Steven Ode, chief legalized recreational marijuana, but services for legitimate marijuana-related
of operations. “Business is good. we’re sales have yet to begin. In addition, enterprises, says he finds the possibility
meeting payroll and paying our bills. 23 states and the District have legalized of federal charges “ludicrous.”
we’re in a good position for the future. marijuana for medicinal use.
He asks: “If you care about money
marijuana businesses operate in a laundering or tax evasion or criminal
The profits aren’t there yet, but they
will come. It just comes with the territory hazy legal environment. Under the fed- threat, what’s the public policy that’s
eral Controlled Substances Act, mari- advanced if legal marijuana businesses
of breaking into a new industry.”
It’s a very new industry, indeed. juana is classified along with cocaine have to accumulate shopping bagsful
washington is one of four states plus and heroin as a Schedule I drug — of $20 bills to pay their state taxes?
the District of Columbia that have le- the most dangerous — and is illegal It’s dangerous and it’s ill-advised.” 2
galized the recreational use of mari- to grow, possess or sell. The Department
But Calvina fay, executive director
juana. The nation’s first legal retail of Justice (DOJ) announced it will not of the anti-legalization Drug free America
stores selling marijuana for recreational challenge state pot laws unless they foundation, says she is “stunned that
use opened in Colorado on Jan. 1, conflict with federal priorities — to anyone in Congress would seriously
Getty Images/Paul Warner
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Medical Marijuana Legal in 23 States
Twenty-three states and the District of Columbia have legalized
medical marijuana, but only Alaska, Colorado, Oregon and Washington state, plus the District, allow residents to possess, grow or
consume recreational and medical marijuana. D.C. alone bars
businesses from selling marijuana for recreational purposes.
Marijuana Laws by State
(as of June 19, 2015)
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Source: “State Marijuana Laws Map,” Governing, updated June 19, 2015,
http://tinyurl.com/lv4r7f3

consider” letting banks deal with marijuana enterprises. “Banks are federally
regulated, and marijuana is still illegal
at the federal level,” she says. “Regardless of how anyone feels about marijuana, laws are laws, and we are supposed to be a country that respects
the laws.”
Taylor west, deputy director of the
Denver-based National Cannabis Industry Association (NCIA), says banking
restrictions are “not safe, and they create
accounting issues. And, from the regulatory perspective, if you want to be
able to keep track of what’s happening
with these businesses, then you don’t
want them operating entirely in cash.
[The government doesn’t] force any
other industry to do that.”
However, west says, “I’ve never heard
of a situation in which a financial institution
had actually been prosecuted for dealing
with a state-legal marijuana business.”
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federal tax policy is another major
hurdle for the marijuana industry, west
says. “The federal tax code says if you
engage in trafficking of a controlled
substance, you cannot deduct your normal business expenses,” she says. “That
means businesses that cultivate and sell
marijuana legally under state law are
paying taxes roughly on their gross revenue rather than their profit, unlike every
other business in the United States.”
Geneva Shaunette, general manager
of Alpine wellness, a medical and recreational marijuana dispensary in Telluride, Colo., says her company pays
a “staggering” amount of taxes. “we’re
sending anywhere from $30,000 to
$50,000 to the federal government every
month” just in payroll and income
taxes, she says. And because the company cannot open a bank account,
she adds, “I spend a couple of hours
every morning counting cash and set-

ting it aside in piles to pay salaries,
to pay rent, to pay electric bills.”
Nevertheless, recreational marijuana
sales are soaring. from July 8, 2014, to
June 30, 2015, the first full year of legalization in washington state, retail recreational marijuana sales statewide totaled
almost $260 million. 3 Recreational sales
in Colorado’s first year (Jan. 1-Dec. 31,
2014) totaled $313 million. 4 *
The Arcview Group, a network of
cannabis-industry investors that includes
venture capitalists and entrepreneurs, estimated the industry’s combined 2014
retail and wholesale sales (including medical marijuana) at $2.7 billion, a 74 percent
increase over 2013, making marijuana
the “fastest-growing industry in America,”
according to the group. 5
However, the laws governing medical marijuana vary widely from state
to state. Patients must register and
obtain physician approval in all states.
But while most jurisdictions allow marijuana use only for specific medical
conditions such as glaucoma, Crohn’s
disease and some forms of cancer, in
places such as California a recommending physician currently can decide
whether marijuana would be a suitable
therapy regardless of the condition. 6
Some states allow dispensaries to sell
to eligible patients from other states;
others do not. And some jurisdictions
allow qualified patients to grow marijuana for their own medical use. 7
California’s medical marijuana industry,
the nation’s largest, has generally been
regarded as the most loosely regulated,
but changes are in store. Legislation
signed by Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown
in October 2015 establishes a state
medical marijuana bureau to oversee
transportation, distribution and sale of
the drug. It also requires marijuana
farmers to obtain state licenses and
* Retail sales in Oregon began on Oct. 1, 2015;
Alaska’s are expected to begin in 2016. Although
Washington, D.C., voters legalized recreational
marijuana in 2014, Congress has blocked its
implementation.

establishes procedures to oversee
physicians who prescribe the drug.
Brown said the new regulations, which
go into effect in 2018, “will make
sure patients have access to medical
marijuana, while ensuring a robust
tracking system.” 8
Oversight of the medical marijuana
industry in many states is fairly loose
compared to the strict regulations governing state-authorized recreational
marijuana growers and distributors.
Thus, some authorities suspect that
medical marijuana cultivation facilities,
or “grows,” and dispensaries serve as
cover for black-market activities. Loopholes in Colorado’s medical marijuana
regulations “allow people to grow way
more than they could possibly smoke”
for medical use, says Sheriff Bill masters
of San miguel County. “Smugglers come
to [the grow], buy a couple hundred
pounds and transport it to the black
market in other states,” he says. “It’s
not the regulated, recreational side of
the industry that causes the problem.”
A new drug that is growing in popularity, known as synthetic marijuana,
could represent a challenge for the marijuana industry. The noncannabis product,
which contains chemicals and dried plant
material, produces psychoactive effects
similar to those produced by marijuana
but is more dangerous: It can cause
death, seizures, psychotic episodes, heart
attacks and strokes. 9 Synthetic marijuana
killed 15 people in the first half of 2015
— three times as many as in same
period in 2014, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. And
phone calls to poison control centers
about synthetic marijuana rose 229 percent during the same period. 10
Synthetic marijuana is also cheaper
than marijuana and is readily available
online and in gas stations, drug paraphernalia shops or tobacco shops, raising questions about whether it could
eat into the profits of those selling
regular marijuana in states where it is
legal. marijuana retailers are prohibited
from dealing in synthetic marijuana.
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Marijuana Sales Could Hit $35 Billion
Medical and recreational cannabis could generate $22 billion in
annual revenue by 2020 — and $35 billion if all 50 states and the
District of Columbia legalize marijuana sales, according to projections by the industry research firm GreenWave Advisors.
(in $billions))
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Source: “State of the Emerging Marijuana Industry: Current Trends and Projections,”
GreenWave Advisors, October 2014, http://tinyurl.com/lunuajl

However, NCIA’s west says so far
synthetic marijuana has not had “any
significant impact” on the legal market,
nor has it caused an anti-cannabis public backlash.
Responding to growing interest in
commercial marijuana, at least eight
brick-and-mortar colleges and universities, including Harvard, Ohio State
and vanderbilt, are offering courses in
various aspects of marijuana business
and law. 11 Nonaccredited Oaksterdam
University in Oakland, Calif., offers
cannabis-related courses ranging from
horticulture to culinary arts to business
management. (See sidebar, p. 876.) And
several institutions, including THC University and the College of Cannabis,
offer online courses.
As marijuana’s economic impact
grows, here are some of the questions
being debated:
Is legalized marijuana good for
the U.S. economy?
In february 2014, a month after Colorado became the first state to legalize
recreational marijuana use, Democratic
Gov. John Hickenlooper predicted firstyear cannabis sales would generate

$98 million in state sales, excise and
other fees and taxes. 12
It didn’t happen. That year, marijuana
netted Colorado just $52.6 million in
tax revenue. 13 Some analysts thought
the sales tax made prices for legal marijuana uncompetitive with what buyers
could find on the black market. In January 2014, legal marijuana prices were
reportedly two to three times higher
than in the underground market. 14 The
marijuana Policy Group, a Denver-based
advocacy firm that analyzes marijuana
policies, estimated that only 60 percent
of 2014 marijuana purchases in the state
occurred in legal outlets. 15
Revenues in the first seven months
of 2015, however, were greater than
all of last year. As of July 31, Colorado
had taken in nearly $73.5 million in
taxes and fees. 16 Although that represents only a fraction of Colorado’s
$25 billion 2015-16 budget, the revenues
are earmarked for new school construction and drug treatment and prevention programs. 17 The consumer
information website Nerdwallet concluded that if marijuana were legal nationwide, states could collect about
$3.1 billion a year in tax revenue. 18
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an industry publication, estimates that
between 46,000 and 60,000 people are
in the legal cannabis industry, working
for growers, retailers, testing labs and
makers of infused (non-smoked) products such as edibles, beverages and
ointments. Sales of ancillary products
and services could increase the total
by 50 percent, the newspaper said. 19
Ancillary businesses include lighting
manufacturers, contractors who build

Getty Images/CQ Roll Call/Tom Williams

Kevin Sabet, president and CEO of
Smart Approaches to marijuana (SAm),
an advocacy group opposed to legalization, says such revenue won’t compensate for the social costs of legalization. The income “is going to be
pennies compared to the cost,” he says,
such as car accidents resulting from
marijuana-impaired driving and emergency room visits for children who eat
cannabis-infused brownies and candy. “The

Rep. Earl Blumenauer, D-Ore., has co-sponsored legislation that would enable
banks to provide services for legitimate marijuana-related enterprises. Because
marijuana is illegal under federal law, investors and entrepreneurs are wary of
getting into the industry, and many stores find it difficult to get banking services
such as checking accounts and credit card processing.

industry is marketing these kinds of products and targeting kids,” Sabet says.
The National Cannabis Industry Association’s west replies, “where is the
evidence that businesses are targeting
children? No street dealer is checking
IDs or providing child-proof packaging
or carefully labeling products,” she says.
“when we take cannabis out of the
underground market and put it behind
a legal, regulated counter, we create
a safer, more responsible system.”
Legalization supporters say a regulated cannabis industry also will boost
employment. Marijuana Business Daily,
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grower warehouses, and those who
install climate control systems and provide soil, additives and nutrients.
In addition, says west, dispensaries
need “software for inventory tracking
and point of sale, packaging and specialized services — accounting, attorneys, branding and market research and
human resources — pretty much any
service that a packaged-goods industry
or a horticultural industry would need.”
Legalization also can reduce law enforcement costs, supporters say. A 2005
study by Jeffrey miron, then a visiting
professor of economics at Harvard Uni-

versity, found that legalizing marijuana
nationwide would save federal, state
and local law enforcement agencies
$7.7 billion a year. The savings would
accrue, he said, because fewer police,
prosecutorial, judicial and correctional
resources would be needed. 20
But David Evans, a lawyer in Pittstown,
N.J., and special adviser to the Drug free
America foundation, which opposes
marijuana legalization, says the idea that
“you’re going to save all this prison and
court time” is “a complete falsehood.”
People are not in prison “for having a
couple of joints in their pocket,” he
says. “The people in prison for possession
are major traffickers.”
People arrested for marijuana have
usually been arrested for something
more serious, and had marijuana on
their person, Evans says. “They’ll plead
guilty to the marijuana charge so their
record shows they were found guilty
of marijuana possession, when their
sentence was really only the result of
a plea bargain.”
Rep. Blumenauer of Oregon says
legal cannabis can greatly benefit the
U.S. economy. “If we can have a rational
marijuana policy, I think we will see
in the next 10 years a shift of well
over $100 billion in net savings just to
government, to say nothing about opportunities for the private sector,” he
says. “we really don’t know the full extent of what a legal marijuana industry
would be because, by definition, most
of this so far is in the shadows.”
According to Alejandro Hope, director of security policy at the mexican
Competitive Institute, a mexico City
think tank, “Approximately 30 percent
of [drug] cartels’ export revenues come
from marijuana. The market is definitely
changing, but cartel adaptation will
happen in years not months,” Hope
said. “In the long term, mexican marijuana could be displaced by legal production in the United States.” 21
Nationwide, marijuana seizures decreased 21 percent in 2014 — from
2.4 million pounds in 2013 to 1.9 million

pounds, based on U.S. Customs and
Border Protection figures. 22
Javier Osorio, a professor and criminal violence researcher at the John
Jay College of Criminal Justice in New
York City, said if marijuana were legalized nationwide, “between 16 and
20 percent of mexican drug trafficking
income could be affected.” 23
But Evans, the Drug free America
foundation adviser, says legalization isn’t
hurting the cartels. “The mexican cartels
aren’t making a lot of money on marijuana, because it’s big, too bulky to
transport, it’s not that pricey and it’s a
lot harder to distribute,” he says. “They’re
more interested in cocaine, heroin, stuff
like that. marijuana is grown all over
the U.S., so why bother going to mexico
to get it and running the risk of bringing
it across the border?”
Should medical and recreational
marijuana be regulated differently?
In 1998, washington — the first state
to permit marijuana use for medical
purposes — applied the gentlest of
regulatory touches: Patients with certain
conditions such as cancer, HIv/AIDS
or multiple sclerosis could purchase
marijuana with only a doctor’s recommendation. Patients could grow up to
15 plants and possess up to 24 ounces
of “usable” marijuana. Dispensaries and
the potency and source of the drug
were unregulated.
Seattle lawyer Hilary Bricken says legalization of medical marijuana stemmed
from pressure from HIv/AIDS and cancer
patients seeking cheaper, effective alternative treatment options. Some studies
have found that marijuana improves
food intake in HIv patients, relieves
pain from damaged nerve endings and
eases chemotherapy nausea, according
to the American Cancer Society. 24
“The sentiment behind the early
medical marijuana laws was that the
industry would be small, it would not
be commercial, and it would not have
an impact on the economy or the surrounding communities,” Bricken says.
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But a few years ago, she says, commercialization “came on very strongly,
supported by people who read the
law, saw the loopholes and found a
way to monetize it.”
Rick Garza, director of the washington State Liquor and Cannabis Board
(LCB), which administers state marijuana laws, said the state’s medical regulations were “looser than anywhere
in the country,” and the “vast majority”
of those using medical marijuana were
in fact recreational users. 25
“No one even knows how many
outlets are selling medical marijuana,”
says LCB spokesman Brian Smith.
“These guys don’t pay taxes, they’re
not registered anywhere, they can just
pop up overnight, put a green cross
on the door and sell marijuana.”
This year washington’s Legislature
brought medical marijuana under the
state’s more tightly controlled recreational marijuana regime, which requires “seed-to-sale” inventory tracking,
in which each plant is assigned a
unique 16-digit bar code that follows
it and its byproducts from harvest to
sale. 26 The new regulations, effective
next July, will also tighten patient eligibility requirements, establish a staterun medical marijuana patient registry
and reduce the amounts patients can
possess. Dispensaries that existed under
the previous laws are being closed.
medical marijuana will be available only
at licensed retail shops endorsed by
the LCB and subject to the same testing,
packaging and labeling restrictions that
apply to recreational cannabis. 27
In effect, the new regulations merge
the state’s recreational and medical
marijuana markets into a single retail
industry. Democratic state Rep. Eileen
Cody, a sponsor of the legislation,
said the changes were intended to
“make sure . . . we have a medicalmarijuana system that fits with recreational, is safe and provides the safety
mechanisms for our patients that recreational enjoys, [and] that everyone
has access.”

However, Republican state Rep. Ed
Orcutt said he fears the new regulations
limit the medical marijuana industry to
the point that some patients “aren’t going
to be able to get the right form or the
right variety for what they need.” 28
Deidre finley, owner of mmJ Universe, a medical marijuana business in
Black Diamond, wash., said her business will close under the new regulations. “They’re making the requirements on who can get a medical license
so difficult. I won’t qualify,” she said.
finley worries that products needed
by some patients may no longer be
available at recreational stores. 29
medical patients will be exempt from
the 10 percent retail sales tax paid by
recreational customers, but they will
have to pay the same 37 percent excise
tax paid by recreational customers. Such
taxes could substantially boost washington’s tax revenues. The state’s Economic and Revenue forecast Council
(ERfC) predicts marijuana will generate
$115.2 million in fiscal 2016, the first
year under the new taxation structure,
compared with $65 million in 2015, the
first year of legal recreational sales. By
fiscal 2017, ERfC foresees marijuana
tax revenue reaching $256.2 million. 30
But Lauren vazquez, deputy director
of communications for the pro-legalization
marijuana Policy Project, says the new
taxing plan is unfair. “Drugs prescribed
by a physician are not subject to taxes,
and neither should medical marijuana,”
she says. “many patients already have
trouble paying for their medications,
and some use medical marijuana specifically because it is less expensive than
other treatments.”
And she adds, “Because medical
marijuana patients often must use more
marijuana than nonpatients, the most sick
would end up paying the most taxes.”
washington State Liquor and
Cannabis Board spokesman Smith says
the new plan is about fair commerce.
“Legitimate businesses in the recreational industry asked, ‘why am I competing with somebody down the street
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who’s playing by different rules?’ Reining
in the existing medical system and
bringing it under regulation means
everybody is following the same rules,”
he says.
The National Cannabis Industry Association’s west worries, “what happens
to these dispensaries that have been
providing patients for years? They’re
being forced out of business without a
chance to keep serving their patients.”
Seattle attorney Bricken says medical
and recreational sales can be handled
in a single location. “Regulators asked,
‘Instead of creating two separate and
distinct systems, with separate and distinct rules, why not create a single hybrid
model?’ ” she says. “You can have medical
in a shop with people who are trained
in giving advice about medical cannabis
and its effects. we don’t need to spend
the money or the manpower to have
a separate industry, and we can still
have [product] accountability, traceability
and quality assurance.”
However, Jazmin Hupp, cofounder
and CEO of women Grow, a Denver
organization that promotes the interests
of women in the industry, says medical
and recreational marijuana “are two distinct products for different purposes,
and require different levels of expertise
to meet those needs. As long as those
systems are allowed to exist, [the industry
will] do quite well.”
for now, national pharmacy chains
like CvS and walgreens are eschewing
the medical marijuana business because
it presents too many obstacles to overcome, said David Yang, an analyst with
the research firm IBISworld. marijuana’s
federal illegality is one stumbling block,
said CvS spokeswoman Carolyn Castel,
because it would violate the company’s
registration with the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA). 31
Is the marijuana industry’s
growth rate sustainable?
If legislative barriers continue to fall,
and cannabis becomes legal for recreational and medical use nationwide,
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Large Majority Supports
Medical Marijuana
Four in five American adults
favor legalizing marijuana for
medical purposes in their home
states, while nearly half support
legalization for recreational use.
Percentage of Americans Who
Support Marijuana Legalization
in Their State, 2015
81%
81%
49%
49
%

Medical

Recreational

Source: “Increasing Percentages of
Americans are Ready for Legal
Marijuana,” The Harris Poll, May 7,
2015, http://tinyurl.com/pm8gts9

marijuana could be a $35 billion market
by 2020, according to the industry research firm Green wave Advisors, which
tracks cannabis sales in the states where
recreational marijuana is legal. 32 That
is about the same level of retail sales
for the worldwide vitamin and nutritional supplement industry. 33
Green wave founder and managing
partner matt Karnes says nationwide legalization will happen, though not necessarily in the next five years. “I can’t
handicap the timing, but it’s coming,” he
says. “States have too much riding on it
now — tax revenues, job creation, etc.”
for now, Karnes does not recommend that the average investor sink
money into the industry because it’s
too complicated. “Everything is statespecific,” he says. for example, “you
have to be a resident of Colorado to
make an equity investment in that state;
washington is not as restrictive. It complicates investing.”
marijuana’s uncertain legal status
means the industry “is navigating un-

charted legal waters,” complicating the
industry’s future, says John Hudak, a
fellow in governance studies at the
Brookings Institution, a washington,
D.C., think tank. “They are dealing with
a product that is legal in some states
but still illegal federally.
“And even at the federal level, some
parts of the government recognize the
[legalization] experiments going on in
the states as valid, and other parts still
consider [them] illegal,” he continues. So,
depending on which agency a marijuana
retailer or grower or investor is dealing
with, they are either considered a criminal
enterprise or . . . a state-legal operating
entity. That contradiction makes life for
the industry quite difficult.”
Nevertheless, some investors believe
in the durability of the industry. In
April, Privateer Holdings, a Seattlebased private equity firm, announced
it had raised $82 million to invest in
marijuana companies worldwide. 34
founders fund, a venture capital
company started by PayPal co-founder
Peter Thiel, is one of those companies.
“This highlights a change that’s going
on in the market,” said Leslie Bocskor,
an investment banker and founding
chairman of the Nevada Cannabis Industry Association. The cannabis industry
“is now in a second wave, where we’re
seeing professionals who have had success in other industries come in.” 35
Others believe the industry will continue to show strength even if the rest
of the economy is going sour. Derek
Peterson, president and CEO of Terra
Tech, an agricultural technology company
in Irvine, Calif., said, “[In] times of economic collapse, [cannabis is] a product
that’s quasi-medical and quasi-recreational.
It’s going to withstand the market more
so than a company dependent on highend consumer goods.” 36
However, Shad Ewart, who teaches
a course at Anne Arundel Community
College in maryland on entrepreneurial
opportunities in the marijuana industry,
foresees potential political troubles. “The
big one is the 2016 presidential election,”
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he says. “Some candidates have aggressively disagreed with state-level legalization and vow to shut the entire industry down if they are elected.”
Bloomberg Intelligence, the research
arm of the Bloomberg financial information company, has identified 55 publicly traded companies whose stock
traded at 10 cents or more per share
as of April 15 and “whose business is
based largely or completely on legal
marijuana.” They include pharmaceutical
companies, marijuana growers and technology firms, with combined market
capitalization — the total value of outstanding shares — of $3 billion. “many
of these companies have experienced
the pitfalls common to penny stocks:
infrequent trading and wild swings in
share price,” Bloomberg wrote. “[They]
aren’t for the faint of heart.” 37
Seattle attorney Bricken is skeptical
about marijuana stocks, citing “the
volatility of the marketplace and the
nature of the stocks being traded.” most
of the companies whose stocks are
being traded are in ancillary businesses,
she says. “when you look at what
these people are actually trading on,
there’s no real value. There’s no history
of doing business, there’s no rap sheet
[performance record] of the CEOs. . . .
And when [investors] perform that
screening, I think they’ll find that most
of the stocks are just not worth it.”
Jon Gettman, who teaches criminal
justice at Shenandoah University in
winchester, va., and management at
the Graduate School of the University
of maryland University College, supports marijuana legalization. He says
“a free and open market” would sort
out the questions about the economic
health of the cannabis market.
“Risk . . . is part of the [economic]
landscape, especially with new markets,”
Gettman says. “A lot of risk derives from
uncertainty, particularly about market size
and regulatory conditions. These, in turn,
create uncertainty about price and, consequently, return on investment. On the
other hand, such uncertainty . . . is

A medical marijuana user sniffs a sample at a cannabis farmer’s market held by
the West Coast Collective, a medicinal marijuana dispensary, in Los Angeles on
July 4, 2014. The medical properties of cannabis have been known for thousands
of years. The first-century Chinese surgeon Hua Tuo reportedly performed
painless surgery using an anesthetic made from cannabis resin and wine.

mitigated by the gradual path the nation
is taking to legalize marijuana by way of
state-by-state reform initiatives.”
Chris walsh, managing editor of
Marijuana Business Daily, says the industry’s growth rate “is definitely sustainable, as long as we don’t get some
huge public backlash from major problems with either medical or recreational.
If people start getting sick from marijuana, if [drug-related] crime goes up,
if children are harmed, that could cause
the industry to stumble.
“But it’s probably impossible to put
the genie back in the bottle,” he continues.
“You have states making tens of millions
in tax dollars, and thousands of businesses
and people employed. Trying to reel
this industry in and go back in time
probably wouldn’t work.”

BACKGROUND
Early Cannabis use

T

he earliest record of cannabis use
comes from China. fibers from hemp
cord — made from a variety of cannabis
closely related to marijuana — were found
in decorated pottery from 8000 B.C. unearthed in present-day Taiwan. 38 Unlike
marijuana, hemp contains only 0.3 percent tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the
psychoactive chemical responsible for
most of marijuana’s psychoactive effects.
(See sidebar, p. 878.)
Cannabis seeds and oil were used
as food in China around 6000 B.C.
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And cannabis’ medical properties have
been known for thousands of years.
The first-century surgeon Hua Tuo reportedly performed painless surgery
using an anesthetic made from cannabis
resin and wine. 39
The plant’s psychoactive properties
also were known. A Chinese medical
pharmacopoeia from the first century
B.C. noted that “to take too much [marijuana] makes people see demons and
throw themselves about like maniacs.
But if one takes it over a long period
of time one can communicate with the
spirits and one’s own body becomes
light.” In India, a Hindu sacred text, the
Artharvaveda, which dates to at least
1000 B.C., describes cannabis as an herb
that can “release us from anxiety.” 40
Nomadic Scythians, from present-day
Iran, made hemp garments and bathed
in the vapor from heated hemp seeds,
causing them to “howl like wolves,” reported the Greek historian Herodotus. 41
The Scythians brought hemp to northern
Europe: An urn found near Berlin, dating
to around 500 B.C., contained cannabis
residue. 42
Hemp was cultivated in England beginning around A.D. 400; its fibers were
used for rope. The moors, who conquered Spain in 711, brought with them
a technique for making paper from hemp.
The first hemp paper mill was constructed
near valencia in 1150. In 1215, the magna
Carta, a landmark legal document establishing the rights of English royal subjects, was printed on hemp paper, as
was the first Gutenberg Bible, the first
major book printed in western Europe
with moveable metal type, in 1455. 43
The medicinal qualities of cannabis
gained recognition in Europe beginning
in the 17th century. Robert Burton’s The
Anatomy of Melancholy, published in
1621, recommended using cannabis to
counter depression. The New English
Dispensatory of 1764 suggested applying hemp roots to the skin for inflammation. 44 In the late 19th century,
British Queen victoria’s doctor prescribed marijuana tea to treat patients’
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menstrual cramps, though there is no
evidence the queen herself was given
the drug. 45
In the early 17th century, the English
turned to their North American colonies
to help feed the growing demand for
hemp. In 1619, the virginia Company
directed Jamestown colonists to cultivate
100 cannabis plants per household. The
colonies soon developed their own hemp
market for cloth and rope. In 1639, the
General Court of massachusetts required
every household to plant hemp seed
so “that we might in time have supply
of linen cloth among ourselves.” 46
The United States Pharmacopeia, established in the 1820s to identify and
standardize medical drugs, listed marijuana in 1850 as a treatment for conditions
ranging from labor pains and nausea to
rheumatism (the drug remained listed
until 1942). 47 In 1860, the Ohio State
medical Society devoted a conference
to the use of medical marijuana. In the
conference report, which included observations by physicians who had prescribed or conducted experiments with
marijuana, cannabis committee Chairman
R. R. mcmeens, m.D., called marijuana
a “remarkable and renowned exotic.” 48
During the second half of the 19th
century, marijuana was widely available
in American pharmacies and general
stores, as were products containing
opium and cocaine. In the 1860s, the
Gunjah wallah Co. began producing
candy from maple sugar and hashish
(compressed cannabis resin). for more
than 40 years it was sold over the
counter, listed in Sears, Roebuck & Co.
catalogs and advertised in newspapers
as a “pleasureable (sic) and harmless
stimulant” and a remedy for a variety
of ailments. 49

Regulating marijuana

T

he Pure food and Drug Act of 1906,
passed in response to concerns over
the safety and purity of food and medicines,
was the first U.S. law regulating marijuana.

It banned the interstate transportation of
adulterated or mislabeled food and drugs,
including cannabis, and established advertising accuracy standards. The law did
not ban the sale or use of marijuana and
other drugs, but the truth-in-labeling requirement resulted in many patent medicines with unproven claims being removed
from the market. 50
The mexican Revolution of 1910
caused large numbers of mexicans to
immigrate to the United States over
the next decade, some bringing marijuana that they smoked recreationally.
The use of “tea” quickly caught on in
parts of American society, particularly
among jazz musicians and other entertainers. marijuana clubs known as
“tea pads” appeared in several major
cities; authorities generally tolerated them
because marijuana was not illegal, and
patrons were usually well behaved. 51
But marijuana’s association with immigrants generated a backlash in the
United States, “tinged perhaps with
anti-mexican xenophobia,” wrote
Stephen Siff, an associate professor of
journalism at miami University in Ohio.
In 1911, massachusetts became the first
state to ban cannabis. Then, between
1914 and 1925, Siff wrote, 26 states
passed laws prohibiting the plant, which
passed with little controversy. 52
In the late 1920s newspapers owned
by publisher william Randolph Hearst
launched an anti-marijuana campaign,
linking marijuana to acts of torture and
murder, although the articles often
lacked evidentiary details. 53
In 1930, Harry J. Anslinger became
the first commissioner of the U.S. Treasury
Department’s federal Bureau of Narcotics.
Initially, he was reluctant to take up the
anti-marijuana cause, partly because the
drug was legal under federal law and
partly because he felt his bureau lacked
the personnel for an effective effort.
However, Anslinger came to believe
that marijuana was a “killer weed” and
in 1933 “began a war against marijuana,”
according to researchers at the UniContinued on p. 876

Chronology
1840-1911
1950s-1960s
1990s-Present
Cannabis enters the American
Federal government tightens
Legalization gathers steam.
marketplace.

restrictions on cannabis.

1840
Cannabis-based medicines are sold
in U.S. drug stores.

1951
Boggs Act sets fines and mandatory
sentences for marijuana.

1850
United States Pharmacopeia lists
marijuana as a remedy for labor
pains, nausea and rheumatism.

1956
Narcotic Control Act further stiffens
drug penalties.

1906
U.S. Pure food and Drug Act regulates labeling of products containing
cannabis, opiates and other ingredients.
1911
massachusetts becomes first state
to ban cannabis.
•

1930s-1940s
Marijuana and hemp are outlawed, but hemp gets a wartime
reprieve.
1930
federal Bureau of Narcotics Commissioner Harry J. Anslinger links
marijuana to violence.
1937
marihuana Tax Act criminalizes
untaxed possession of marijuana
and effectively ends U.S. hemp
cultivation.
1942
Cannabis is removed from the U.S.
Pharmacopoeia, ending recognition
of its medicinal use. . . . Government encourages hemp production.
1945
federal ban on hemp cultivation is
restored.
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1969
Supreme Court finds the 1937
marihuana Tax Act violates fifth
Amendment protections against
self-incrimination.
•

1970s-1980s
Federal government declares
war on drugs while states begin
to decriminalize marijuana.
1970
federal Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act categorizes marijuana among the most
dangerous illegal substances.
1973
Oregon decriminalizes marijuana
possession; 10 more states follow
by the end of the decade.
1976
President Gerald R. ford bans federal
funding for research into marijuana’s
medical benefits.
1978
New mexico legalizes limited
medical use of marijuana.
1986
Anti-Drug Abuse Act institutes
mandatory sentences for drug
crimes and raises federal penalties
for marijuana possession.

1996
Arizona and California voters approve medical use of marijuana;
Arizona legislature nullifies the
action in that state a year later.
1998
District of Columbia voters approve
medical marijuana use. Congress
blocks implementation.
2012
voters in Colorado and washington
state approve recreational use of
marijuana by adults.
2013
Justice Department announces it will
not challenge state marijuana laws.
2014
Recreational marijuana sales begin
in Colorado and washington. . . .
voters in Alaska, Oregon and
washington, D.C., approve recreational use; Congress blocks implementation of the D.C. law. . . .
federal legislation authorizes industrial hemp production for research purposes. . . . Colorado officials face lawsuits challenging the
state’s recreational-use laws.
2015
Georgia becomes 23rd state to
legalize medical marijuana. . . .
Recreational sales begin in Oregon.
. . . Ohioans vote on Nov. 3 on
an amendment to the state constitution that would legalize both
recreational and medical marijuana.
November 2016
Nevada to vote on whether to
permit recreational marijuana. In
15 other states, legalization advocates
are pushing ballot initiatives that
would give voters a chance to make
recreational marijuana legal.
Oct. 16, 2015
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Cannabis College Cultivates Pot Professionals
Oaksterdam University educates entrepreneurs but has faced controversy.

J

eff Gaudette began cultivating cannabis in British Columbia
at age 20, eventually becoming a licensed medical marijuana
grower at 27. Now 37, he runs his own dispensary in
vernon, British Columbia, along with two growing-equipment
stores and a medical marijuana consultancy.
“medical marijuana is my passion,” he says.
Despite his extensive experience, Gaudette traveled in April
2014 to Oakland, Calif., to attend four three-month cannabis
horticulture and business courses at Oaksterdam University,
which is not a conventional accredited university but a trade
school that teaches students how to grow marijuana and work
in the cannabis industry.
“There’s nothing else like it in the world,” he says. “You work
with actual plants in your classroom to feel, touch, see, clip, trim,
clone. A textbook is only so good.”
Oaksterdam calls itself “America’s first cannabis college.” 1
founder Richard Lee, a former dispensary owner and activist
inspired by a visit to Amsterdam’s community-based Cannabis
College in the Netherlands, taught the school’s first class on
growing marijuana in 2007. 2 The school’s name is a combination
of Oakland and Amsterdam, where marijuana use is legal and
widespread. 3 (California legalized medical marijuana in 1996.)
Oaksterdam’s curriculum now includes accounting, business
law, culinary arts and economics as they apply to cannabis,
and its faculty includes lawyers, business owners, nutritionists
and accountants. But its offerings remain controversial because
of marijuana’s federally illegal status, and the school suffered
financial setbacks and staff cuts after federal agents raided it
in 2012. 4
Oaksterdam encourages students to pursue opportunities beyond the basics of growing and dispensing cannabis, such as
lab testing of marijuana, producing medicinal oils and lotions
from extracts and designing electrical systems and lighting for
growing operations.
many students arrive with business backgrounds and technical
skills from other professions. “They have a phenomenal skill
set that can be applied to the cannabis industry,” says Executive
Chancellor Dale Sky Jones.

Continued from p. 874

versity of Delaware. “He used the popular press to prey upon the fears of
the American public, including racial
fear and division,” they wrote. By 1937,
due largely to Anslinger’s campaign,
46 of the then 48 states had passed antimarijuana laws, the researchers said. 54
Anslinger also drafted the federal
marihuana (sic) Tax Act, enacted by
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To be admitted, students only have to possess a valid ID
showing they are at least 18 years old and pay tuition, which
ranges from $1,195 to $1,495 for a 14-week full-time semester
or $495 to $995 for two- to four-day seminars offered in
Oakland, Las vegas, washington, D.C., and elsewhere. 5 In
both the semester and seminar programs, students can enroll
for a “classic” track, which covers the politics, law and economics
of cannabis, among other subjects, or a horticulture-intensive
track, which covers both indoor and outdoor growing. 6 Nearly
25,000 people have completed coursework at Oaksterdam, according to Jones.
Oaksterdam’s competitors include Humboldt Cannabis College
in Northern California and Cannabis University and Clover Leaf
University, both in Denver. Clover Leaf was accredited by the
Colorado Department of Higher Education in 2013, becoming
the nation’s only accredited cannabis school. 7
Oaksterdam says it may apply for California state accreditation
in 2016, according to Aseem Sappal, provost and dean of the
faculty. “Because we’re in the cannabis industry, we would like
to be accredited because it helps with perception,” he says.
Top-ranked horticulture programs at accredited four-year colleges still do not teach students how to grow cannabis, even
though recreational marijuana use is legal in four states and
the District of Columbia, and medical marijuana is legal in 23 states
and the District. 8
Oaksterdam has faced federal scrutiny: In 2012, agents from
the IRS, along with agents from the U.S. marshals Service and
Drug Enforcement Administration, raided the school. Authorities
seized large amounts of marijuana, which remains illegal to sell
under federal law, from a nearby medical marijuana dispensary
operated by Lee, plus equipment and files from four other
buildings, including the school, briefly shutting it down. 9
The IRS did not give reasons for the Oaksterdam raid and
never filed charges. The raid took place during a two-year
period in which federal agencies closed more than 200 medical
dispensaries in California. 10
School officials said the raid and seizures left Oaksterdam
“on life support.” Lee stepped down shortly afterward, saying he

Congress in 1937. The law effectively
criminalized possession of marijuana
and hemp, except for those who
paid a $1 excise tax for authorized
medical and industrial use. (See sidebar,
p. 878.) (The tax was not intended
to raise revenue, but “to criminalize
marijuana sales and usage,” according
to the Tax foundation, a washington,
D.C., think tank. 55) violators were

subject to a $2,000 fine and five years’
imprisonment. 56
In 1951, however, a Senate investigation concluded that, despite existing
state and federal drug laws, “the traffic
in narcotics still flourishes,” due largely
to a shortage of enforcement personnel
and “the comparatively gentle treatment
narcotics offenders have been receiving
at the hands of the courts.” 57 Accord-
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had “done [his] duty” and wanted to separate his ongoing legal
issues from the university’s future. The school appointed Jones
as his successor. 11
Horticulture industry experts say that while trade schools
like Oaksterdam address a market niche, the skills required to
grow cannabis are not all that different from those needed to
cultivate other crops. Graduates of four-year horticulture programs
who apply for the limited number of marijuana-growing licenses
issued by states to allow growers to legally cultivate cannabis
may be more competitive candidates than those from cannabis
trade schools, says Craig Regelbrugge, senior vice president of
Industry Advocacy and Research at AmericanHort, a national
trade association for horticulturists.
“The person who is going to succeed [will] be the one who
knows how to succeed in the real world, not necessarily a
person who has a niche academic experience,” Regelbrugge says.
Law schools at Ohio State and vanderbilt universities, among
others, now offer cannabis-related courses. 12 Jones says she envisions opportunities to collaborate with colleges in the future.
“I see major universities having full colleges of cannabis,”
says Jones. “You have a clear fit within the horticulture programs.
It would be treated just like any other crop.”
— Ethan McLeod
1

Oaksterdam University, http://tinyurl.com/nry4hgh.
Jason motlagh, “where marijuana Gets You Higher Education,” Time, march 28,
2011, http://content.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,2061398,00.html.
3 Rona marech, “medical pot patients flock to ‘Oaksterdam,’ ” San Francisco
Chronicle, Aug. 10, 2003, http://tinyurl.com/pm58w3a.
4 “Semester Programs,” Oaksterdam University, http://tinyurl.com/ofgm94f.
5 “Oaksterdam University Tuition and fees,” Oaksterdam University, http://
tinyurl.com/p9kfjd4.
6 “Semester Programs,” http://tinyurl.com/n9hvyow; “Horticulture Programs,”
http://tinyurl.com/ov34qrm.
7 Jackie Salo, “marijuana Legalization 2015: Is It Time for The Cannabis Industry
To Grow Up And Go To College?” International Business Times, Aug. 16, 2015,
http://tinyurl.com/pbvd2up; Homepage, http://tinyurl.com/pnhcyvs.
8 “State marijuana Laws map,” Governing, updated June 19, 2015, http://tinyurl.
com/lv4r7f3.
2

ingly, Congress passed the Narcotic
Drugs Import and Export Act of 1951,
known as the Boggs Act after its House
sponsor, Rep. Thomas Hale Boggs Sr.,
a Louisiana Democrat. It established a
mandatory prison sentence of two to
five years and a $2,000 fine for a first
drug offense. five years later, deciding
that even tougher measures were needed, Congress passed the Narcotic Con-
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Oaksterdam University founder Richard Lee was inspired to
start the Oakland, Calif., school after a visit to Amsterdam’s
community-based Cannabis College in the Netherlands.
9 Lori Preuitt and Christie Smith, “feds Raid Oakland’s Oaksterdam,” NBC Bay
Area, April 2, 2012, http://tinyurl.com/7v5jztt; also see madeleine Thomas,
“After the raid: The financial fallout for Oaksterdam and Oakland’s pot business,”
OaklandNorth, April 9, 2013, http://tinyurl.com/oq6xpny.
10 Thomas, op. cit.; “feds under Obama appear tougher on medical marijuana,
disappointing voters,” fox News, April 27, 2012, http://tinyurl.com/d795c6z.
11 Jesse mcKinley, “ ‘4/20’ observance highlights friction between pot supporters,
detractors,” The Seattle Times, April 20, 2012, http://tinyurl.com/odxx3t4;
Anne-Sophie Braendlin, “Dale Sky Jones to become new head of Oaksterdam
University,” OaklandNorth, April 17, 2012, http://tinyurl.com/obsskus.
12 Collin Blinkley, “Legalized pot gets Ohio State class of its own,” The Columbus
Dispatch, march 10, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/qxs783y; “Course Information: marijuana
Law and Policy,” vanderbilt Law School, undated, http://tinyurl.com/qf9q98c.

trol Act of 1956, which increased the
mandatory sentence and raised the fine
to up to $20,000. 58

Path to legalization

I

n 1969 the Supreme Court ruled
that the 1937 marihuana Tax Act
was unconstitutional because it violated

the fifth Amendment protection against
self-incrimination — since paying the
tax required acknowledging possession
of marijuana in states where it was illegal. 59 In 1970 President Richard m.
Nixon signed the Comprehensive Drug
Abuse and Prevention and Control
Act, which became known as the Controlled Substances Act (CSA), named
after Title II of the new law. 60
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Hemp farmers watching the Legal Skies
Crop promises profits, but police oppose legalization.

L

ike most farmers, Andrew Graves of winchester, Ky., keeps a
nervous eye on the weather. “we’ve sunk thousands of dollars
per acre” into the crop, says Graves. “Suppose there’s a freak
August hailstorm? I’ve got my rear end in the wind out there.”
That’s because Graves, CEO of Atalo Holdings, an agribusiness
company, cannot obtain federally subsidized crop insurance for
his hemp plants, a variety of cannabis and a close relative of
marijuana.
Smoking hemp does not produce a high — it contains less
than 0.3 percent of the psychoactive chemical tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) compared to about 15 percent in marijuana. But because of
hemp’s kinship to cannabis, the Controlled Substances Act of 1970
banned hemp and marijuana cultivation without a DEA permit, so
hemp is not covered under the federal crop insurance program.
Graves can grow hemp legally because Kentucky is one of
13 states that within the past year have legalized industrial
hemp cultivation, authorized by the 2014 farm bill to conduct
research on hemp’s commercial potential. 1
Atalo, which has a state hemp research permit, contracts
with 30 farmers in Kentucky who this year will harvest 200 to
300 acres of hemp, producing about 1,000 pounds of seed per
acre. The seeds will be processed into oil, hemp nuts and
protein powder for commercial sale under the farm bill’s commercial research provision.
The nonpartisan Congressional Research Service (CRS), which
conducts policy studies for Congress, estimated that “the global
market for hemp consists of more than 25,000 products,” much
of it produced in Europe, Canada and China, where cultivation
is legal.
Hemp fibers are used in fabrics and textiles, paper, carpeting,
home furnishings, auto parts and construction and insulation
materials, among other products. Hurd — the hemp stalk’s

The CSA removed or reduced most
existing mandatory drug penalties. But
— significantly for the yet-to-emerge
legal marijuana industry — it also established five categories, or schedules,
for drugs according to their potential
for abuse, medical applications and safety. By classifying cannabis (including
hemp) — along with heroin, LSD and
others — as a Schedule I drug, the
law deemed marijuana as having a “high
potential for abuse” and “no currently
accepted medical use.” Thus, the drug
became illegal to possess or sell. 61
However, some states soon began
to fashion their own approaches to
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elastic, woody core — is used to make such goods as animal
bedding and paper. Hemp seed and oilcake are used in a
range of foods and beverages and can be a protein source,
while oil from crushed hemp seed is an ingredient in bodycare products and nutritional supplements, according to CRS. 2
“The United States is the world’s largest market for hemp
products,” says Eric Steenstra, executive director of the Hemp
Industries Association (HIA). The group estimated the 2014 U.S.
retail market for hemp products at $620 million, most of it
imported. Under U.S. Customs and Border Protection regulations,
hemp products such as cosmetics, clothing and food can be
imported if they do not contain THC. 3
Steenstra says the current restrictions on U.S. hemp production
means “American farmers are being denied an opportunity to participate”
in a market with “tremendous potential,” while Canadian, European
and Chinese farmers are free to grow and export the crop.
Pending federal legislation would change hemp’s legal status
and brighten its commercial outlook. The Industrial Hemp
farming Act of 2015 defines industrial hemp as containing no
more than 0.3 percent of THC, excludes it from the definition
of marijuana under the Controlled Substances Act and authorizes
states to regulate its growing and processing. 4
Sen. Ron wyden, an Oregon Democrat who cosponsored the
measure in the Senate, emphasized hemp’s economic potential.
“Allowing farmers throughout our nation to cultivate industrial hemp
and benefit from its many uses will boost our economy and bring
much-needed jobs to the agriculture industry,” he said. 5
But the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) has expressed
concerns about industrial hemp’s legalization. “first,” the DEA said
in 2013, “it is impossible to distinguish a marijuana plant containing
0.3% or less of THC from a marijuana plant containing higher
THC levels without scientific analysis . . . [and] there would be

marijuana. In 1973, Oregon became
the first to “decriminalize” marijuana
(removing or reducing penalties for its
possession or use, although the drug
remains illegal), followed by at least
11 states in the 1970s. 62
In february 1978, New mexico became the first state to legalize the medicinal use of marijuana, albeit in a
limited way. After lopsided votes for
approval in both houses of the Legislature, then-Gov. Jerry Apodaca signed
the Controlled Substances Therapeutic
Research Act. It permitted cancer patients
whose chemotherapy caused nausea
and vomiting to smoke marijuana or

ingest tetrahydrocannabinol (THC, the
chemical responsible for most of marijuana’s
psychoactive effects) through a program
administered by the state Health and Environment Department and conducted by
the University of New mexico. 63 The
program required approval by the DEA,
food and Drug Administration and National Institute on Drug Abuse, and patients needed physician approval to participate. 64
Despite apparent clinical success, the
state Legislature halted funding for the
program in 1986 due to opposition from
federal drug agencies. (New mexico relegalized medical marijuana in 2007. 65)

— William Wanlund

In 1991, San francisco voters, with
80 percent in favor, approved Proposition P, which called on California
state legislators to legalize marijuana
use for medical purposes. 66 In 1994
and again in 1995, the Legislature approved such measures, but both times
Republican Gov. Pete wilson vetoed
the legislation.
In 1996, however, supported by a
$2.5 million promotional effort, California voters approved, with 56 percent
of the vote, Proposition 215. The Compassionate Use Act, which was not
subject to gubernatorial veto, protected
from prosecution anyone who grew,
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no way to establish probable cause to obtain a search warrant
without first entering the [cultivation site] to collect samples. Second,
even if all the marijuana plants contained 0.3 percent or less
THC . . . it is very easy and inexpensive to convert low-grade
marijuana into high-grade hashish oil.” 6 The DEA said in 2014
that its policy on industrial hemp was “under review.”
Hemp had a bumpy legal history over the past century. Its
U.S. production was drastically curtailed by the 1937 marihuana
Tax Act, which classified both hemp and marijuana as narcotics.
But hemp was suddenly back in demand when fighting in
world war II’s Pacific Theater cut off supplies from the Philippines
of “manila hemp,” needed for naval cordage, fire hoses and
parachute webbing. 7 The government subsidized hemp cultivation,
boosting production from about 1 million pounds before the
war to more than 150 million in 1943.
As the war wound down production declined, dropping to
3 million pounds by 1948, with no recorded production after
the late 1950s, due largely to “increasing public anti-drug sentiment,” according to CRS. 8
But Graves, who says he is the “seventh generation of hemp
farmers, same family growing on the same land,” is optimistic.
So far, Atalo’s operations are limited to processing hemp seeds,
but Graves hopes to expand into fiber processing once the
company’s revenue stream from the seeds allows the acquisition
of the necessary equipment.
“we’re having success, but it’s hard to measure,” Graves says.
“I see unlimited possibility for [hemp] in the next 10 years; it all
depends on how quickly we can ramp up and have our own
seed available, how fast our seed technology can be put in place.
“But these are all good problems to have. It’s a lot of fun.”

Hemp plants are grown in hoop houses by CBDrx, a
grower in Pueblo, Colo. The nonpartisan Congressional
Research Service estimates “the global market for hemp
consists of more than 25,000 products.”
1 “State Industrial Hemp Statutes,” National Association of State Legislatures,
march 26, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/opt8xzy.
2 Renée Johnson, “Hemp as an Agricultural Commodity,” Congressional
Research Service, feb. 2, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/pa8nm6b.
3 “Importing hemp products into the U.S.,” U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Q&A, http://tinyurl.com/qaa9b52.
4 “Industrial Hemp farming Act of 2015,” U.S. Senate bill S.134, http://tiny
url.com/os42dx2. Companion legislation, H.R. 525, was introduced in the
House of Representatives.
5 Press release, “Senators Introduce Bipartisan Bill to Roll Back Hemp Restrictions,”
Sen. Ron wyden, Jan. 8, 2015, http://tinyurl.com/oz553oq.
6 “Hemp Talking Points,” U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, June 2013,
http://tinyurl.com/p2mdl2k.
7 “Hemp for victory” film, transcript, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1942,
http://tinyurl.com/nrru3de.
8 Johnson, op. cit.

used or possessed marijuana for a
broad range of medical purposes along
with the physicians who recommended
it. The presidential administrations of
Bill Clinton (1993-2001) and George
w. Bush (2001-09) staunchly opposed
Proposition 215, but it survived legal
challenges. 67
By this September, 23 states and
washington, D.C., had enacted laws
permitting at least some use of medical
cannabis. 68 In addition, 15 states allow
the use of certain cannabis extracts, such
as the non-psychoactive cannabidiol, or
CBD, for qualified patients. 69
Colorado, which legalized medical mar-

ijuana in 2000, became the first state also
to permit its sale for recreational use: On
Nov. 6, 2012, voters approved a constitutional amendment allowing those 21 or
older to “consume or possess limited
amounts of marijuana” and providing for
cultivation, manufacturing, testing and retail
sales. 70 Sales began Jan. 1, 2014. 71 washington state, where voters approved recreational marijuana use in 2012, began retail
sales July 8, 2014. 72
voters in Oregon, Alaska and washington, D.C., legalized recreational marijuana in November 2014. (In D.C., residents may now grow and possess
marijuana and consume it in private.
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However, Congress, which reviews the
city’s laws and has authority over its
budget, has blocked recreational sale
of the drug. 73)

CURRENT
SITUATION
legal issues

C

olorado, as the nation’s leader in
legalizing recreational use, is now
a legal battleground between the
cannabis industry and those who would
halt, restrict or even reverse its growth.
The future of the legal marijuana industry could hinge on the outcome
of several suits challenging a state’s
right to enact a law that conflicts with
federal law.
In a case pending before the U.S.
Supreme Court, Nebraska and Oklahoma, which do not allow recreational
marijuana use, have asked the justices
to invalidate Colorado’s legalization.
Colorado marijuana crosses into Nebraska and Oklahoma, the lawsuit argues, straining their police and judicial
resources and undermining their own
marijuana-control efforts. 74
“If our law gets killed, the black
market will be back and the Sinaloans
[a mexican drug cartel] will be back
in business,” says Colorado Sheriff masters. “I think the other states need to
pass some reasonable legislation, and
that way they’ll torpedo this problem.”
In a case filed in Colorado federal
district court in march, six Colorado
sheriffs are suing to strike down Colorado’s marijuana statutes, saying the
discrepancy between federal and state
laws causes the sheriffs to violate their
oath of office, which requires them to
uphold both state and federal laws.
Six plaintiffs from neighboring Kansas
and Nebraska joined the suit on the
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grounds that Colorado’s marijuana laws
placed extra stress on their law enforcement resources, causing them “direct and significant harm.” 75
But masters says the right to possess
and sell marijuana “is part of the Colorado
constitution. I’m bound to uphold the
constitution, and I have to protect those
constitutional rights.” The high court has
not yet agreed to hear the case.
And the Safe Streets Alliance, a washington, D.C.-based organization opposed to marijuana legalization, has
filed two suits in Colorado federal district court claiming that Colorado’s legalization violates the U.S. Constitution’s
“supremacy clause,” which holds that
federal law supersedes state law. 76
The court has not yet ruled on whether
it will hear the cases.
The disparity between state and federal laws creates “a very awkward problem,” says Stuart Taylor, a washington,
D.C-area journalist and author and a
nonresident senior fellow at the Brookings Institution think tank. “The conflict
between federal and state law means
that any state that legalizes [marijuana]
is in violation of federal law,” Taylor says.
“It looks like a form of lawlessness.
“The feds don’t have nearly enough
people in the DEA or related positions
to enforce federal law rigorously everywhere all the time,” he says. “If they
take down the [state-] regulated marijuana businesses, it leaves the entire
[illegal] market much harder to control
and more likely to lead to all the problems that the federal law is designed
to prevent — transport across state
lines, distribution to minors, stuff with
dangerous concentrations of THC —
all the things the state regulations are
designed to prevent.”

Cannabis Business

D

espite marijuana’s legal uncertainties,
the industry is beginning to attract
big money. Kris Krane, a co-founder and
managing partner of 4front Advisors, a

cannabis industry consulting firm in
Phoenix, says startup costs vary from
state to state but can be daunting.
In New York, which legalized medical marijuana in 2014 and awarded
its first business licenses on July 31,
2015, “groups were spending on average a million and a half dollars or
so just to get through the licensing
process,” says Krane. Getting the business up and running, he says, could
cost “upwards of $25 or $30 million.”
That’s partly because in New York,
a dispensary must grow and process
the marijuana it sells. And each licensee
— the state has granted five so far —
must operate four dispensaries. 77
“There are only going to be 20 stores
in a state of 20 million people,” Krane
says. “The capacity . . . to meet demand
has to be really large.”
Although New York is “a bit of an
outlier,” Krane says, “it’s hard to start
an operation in any state for under a
million dollars.”
Some predict large companies, particularly in the tobacco industry, will
enter the cannabis market. Researchers
from the University of California, San
francisco, and finland’s University of
Helsinki reviewed archived tobacco industry documents which revealed that
since 1970 three multinational companies
— Philip morris, Brown & williamson,
and RJ Reynolds — have all considered
manufacturing cigarettes containing
cannabis. “The documents demonstrate
the tobacco industry’s willingness and
preparedness to enter legalized marijuana markets, which the companies
believed to have a large sales potential,”
the researchers said. 78
Spokespersons for Altria Group,
which manufactures Philip morris cigarettes and other tobacco products,
and Reynolds American (Camel, Pall
mall and other brands), say their companies are not planning to enter the
commercial marijuana market. “marijuana remains illegal under federal law,
and Altria’s companies have no plans
Continued on p. 882
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ederal law should be enforced. The marijuana industry
wants to make big profits from selling marijuana, just
like the large tobacco companies do from tobacco, so
they argue that marijuana legalization is a “states’ rights”
issue. States should be allowed to set national drug policy,
they argue.
However, the U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly held that
this is a federal issue because marijuana crosses state lines and
thus is part of interstate commerce, which is governed by federal law. Because what is done in one state when it comes to
marijuana spills over into other states, Congress must establish
nationwide marijuana laws.
marijuana is illegal under the federal Controlled Substances
Act (CSA), which is Title II of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of 1970. The CSA categorizes marijuana as a Schedule I drug — among the most dangerous of
illegal substances. Congress enacted the law in order to consolidate drug laws into a comprehensive statute and to
strengthen law enforcement tools against illegal drug trafficking.
Currently, Nebraska and Oklahoma are suing Colorado to enforce the CSA because marijuana from Colorado is coming
into their states, and they do not want it.
States that have commercialized marijuana are having
buyer’s remorse. Thousands of young people are becoming
addicted. for example, in Colorado impaired driving, youth
marijuana use and addiction, adult marijuana use and marijuanarelated emergency room admissions are all up substantially.
This costs the state money.
But our country is not helpless. The marijuana commercialization epidemic is imposed on us by criminal acts that
produce an abundant supply of inexpensive marijuana. Stopping these criminal acts by enforcing federal law will stop
the epidemic.
Before President Obama was elected, our nation confronted
drug use with effective public health measures emphasizing
education, prevention and treatment as well as programs to
reduce production and to interdict the drugs. It worked. Despite
what the marijuana advocates claim, drug use went down.
The Obama administration does not enforce the federal law.
Drug use is now up, especially marijuana.
The Obama administration has allowed commercialized marijuana to spread drug use on an ever-widening scale, undermining prevention and treatment. Now the big marijuana industry
flourishes and is spreading addiction throughout America.
Protect our children and enforce the law.
no
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ever in modern history has greater public support
existed for ending our nation’s nearly century-long
experiment with marijuana prohibition and replacing
it with a taxed and regulated adult marketplace. Twenty-three
states and washington, D.C., now permit the medicinal use of
cannabis. four of these states, and washington, D.C., also permit marijuana for recreational use by adults. federal officials
should not stand in the way of these policies.
The ongoing enforcement of cannabis prohibition financially
burdens taxpayers, encroaches upon civil liberties, engenders
disrespect for the law, impedes legitimate scientific research
into the plant’s therapeutic properties and disproportionately
affects young people and communities of color.
federal lawmakers should cease ceding control of the marijuana market to untaxed criminal enterprises and allow states
to pursue alternative regulatory policies. A pragmatic regulatory
framework that allows for the legal, licensed, commercial production and sale of cannabis to adults — coupled with a legal
environment that fosters open, honest parent-child dialogue about
cannabis’ potential harms — best reduces the risks associated
with the plant’s use or abuse.
According to a recent Pew Research Center poll, 60 percent of
Americans believe the government “should not enforce federal
marijuana laws in states that allow use.” Surveys from early primary states, including Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina,
report even greater voter sentiment in favor of this position.
Neither science nor public opinion supports the federal government’s contention that marijuana should be a Schedule I controlled substance — a classification that equates the plant’s abuse
potential to that of heroin and ignores its therapeutic utility.
fortunately, America’s federalist system does not mandate
states to be beholden to this intellectually and morally bankrupt policy. The 10th Amendment to the Constitution provides
that all “powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to
the States respectively, or to the people.” Indeed, Supreme
Court Justice Louis Brandeis (1916-1939) famously opined, “[A]
state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try
novel social and economic experiments without risk to the
rest of the country.” Today, many states are doing just that.
Public sentiment and common sense are driving necessary
and long overdue changes in state-level marijuana policies.
America’s longstanding federalist principles demand that we
permit these policies to evolve free from federal interference.
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to sell marijuana-based products,” says
Altria spokesman Jeff Caldwell.
But some legalization advocates are
skeptical. “my concern is the marlboroization or Budweiser-ization of marijuana,” said Ethan Nadelmann, executive
director of the pro-legalization Drug
Policy Alliance. “That’s not what I’m
fighting for.” 79
Shenandoah University’s Gettman
says, “Certainly, the tobacco industry
knows how to take a plant, turn it
into cigarettes and sell it to people.”
But there are many differences between
marijuana and tobacco, he says. for
instance, modern cigarettes contain “all
sorts of additives and flavors,” while
“I can go out in my backyard, grow
a marijuana plant, dry the flowers and
smoke that product, and be quite happy
with it.”
The ease of producing marijuana
plants means the market will be very
competitive, he says. “The idea of six
or seven firms collectively controlling
the entire industry — that’s going to
be hard to do.”
Retailer Ode of the Seattle Cannabis
Co. isn’t bothered either way. “I don’t
anticipate that big tobacco moving in
would have a huge advantage,” he says.
“But if they offered a good product at
a good price, I’d love to have them in
the store.”

2016 Elections

T

he outcome of upcoming elections
could determine whether the legal
marijuana market continues its robust
growth — or whether the market may
already have peaked.
Ohioans vote Nov. 3 on an amendment to the state constitution that
would legalize both recreational and
medical marijuana. If it succeeds, it
would mark the first time a state will
have legalized recreational marijuana
without first establishing a medical
marijuana program. 80
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In 15 states legalization advocates are
organizing petitions to put initiatives on
next year’s ballot on whether recreational
use of marijuana should be legal. As of
September, only Nevada had put the
question on the 2016 ballot. 81 But legalization advocates are confident more
states will vote on the issue in November
2016, and that at least five may choose
to end prohibition. Journalist Philip Smith
wrote that public opinion surveys in Arizona, California, massachusetts, michigan
and Nevada show a majority of those
polled favoring legalization, and in 2013
a survey in maine had a pro-legalization
plurality of 48 percent to 39 percent. 82
Paul Armentano, deputy director of
the pro-legalization National Organization
for the Reform of marijuana Laws
(NORmL), says if California votes to legalize recreational marijuana next year,
“It would be regulating and legalizing
the largest market in the country for
cannabis production, use and sale.” 83
In addition, he says, “California often
sets a trend for the rest of the country
and for national politics and voter sentiment in general,” so passage of legalization or regulation in California “would
be a harbinger of national changes in
the fairly immediate future.”
A march poll by the Public Policy
Institute of California showed 55 percent
of likely California voters support legalization, but Republican political consultant Rob Stutzman said, “I don’t think
it’s a slam dunk to pass. There’s a lot
of opposition to it. There will be a lot
of concern about unintended consequences.” 84
Bipartisan measures are pending in
Congress that would affect the future
of the industry. In the Senate, the CARERS
Act, sponsored by Sen. Cory Booker,
D-N.J., would downgrade marijuana
from a Schedule I to a Schedule II
drug, acknowledging that it has an accepted “medical use” or a “medical use
with severe restrictions.” 85 It would
end enforcement of federal marijuana
laws in jurisdictions where it is legal
and allow banks to provide services

to legitimate marijuana-related businesses. 86 A companion bill, introduced
by Reps. Steve Cohen, D-Tenn., and
Don Young, R-Alaska, has bipartisan
co-sponsorship in the House.
GovTrack.us, which follows legislation
through Congress, has given the bills
almost no chance of passage during
this Congress. michael Correia, director
of government relations for the National
Cannabis Industry Association, says members of Congress represent their own
state interests, and if legalization is not
happening in their state, it’s harder for
them to get involved. But as more states
legalize recreational use of the drug, he
says, it will get on the “radar screens”
of more members of Congress.
However, congressional approval is
not required to reschedule marijuana
under the CSA. If the administration
wanted to push for rescheduling, the
attorney general, in conjunction with
the DEA and the Department of Health
and Human Services, could change the
drug’s schedule or even remove it from
CSA scheduling altogether. However, the
“notoriously cumbersome procedure”
would require “months if not years of
formal hearings,” said vanderbilt University law professor Robert mikos, and
it would not affect the laws in states
where marijuana is still illegal. 87
Nationwide, a Harris poll in may
found that 81 percent of American
adults favor legalizing medical marijuana
in their home states, while 49 percent
support legalizing it for recreational
use. 88 (See graphic, p. 872.)
As for the 2016 presidential election,
Rep. Blumenauer says, “I don’t think
there’s any question” but that marijuana
legalization will be a factor. “This is . . .
being considered across the country, and
when you get into the home stretch of
the 2016 election, it’s not going to be
something that [candidates] will be able
to ignore,” he says. “They’re either going
to be for it or against it, or they’re going
to look like they’re waffling.”
But Sabet of Smart Approaches to
marijuana says legalizing marijuana “is

“one of those issues candidates don’t
want to talk about. I think they’re on
the fence about where they want to
go,” but they are also aware of public
opinion on the issue.
Hudak at Brookings said legalization
will “absolutely” be an issue in 2016
because “states are very blatantly violating federal law, and it is an absolute
presidential consideration about what
to do about this. It’s an issue that candidates won’t be able to be silent about.
“But the question is not just about
marijuana,” Hudak continues. “It is about
public policy experimentation; states’ rights;
small business; medical marijuana and
health care; privacy; and access to medicine. A 2016 candidate’s views on marijuana are part of a broader public policy
worldview or set of values that really reveals who that candidate is.”

OUTLOOK
de facto legalization?

w

hen asked about the future of
the marijuana industry, walsh of
Marijuana Business Daily throws up
his hands. “Trying to figure out what
the industry is going to look like in
six months or so is very difficult,” he
says. “five years is almost impossible,
and 10 years is another generation.”
within five years, he says, the federal
government could decide to let the
states decide the issue on their own.
“The feds will say, ‘we’re just going to
leave it up to you guys’ ” in the states.
walsh’s prediction echoes that of
many industry observers: that de facto
legalization is on the way. It’s not a
question of if but when, they say, and
it will resemble the end of alcohol prohibition. “The federal government did
not legalize alcohol,” NORmL’s Armentano says. “The feds simply got out of
the way and left the states free to pursue
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alternatives to the prohibition of alcohol.
The states developed distinct policies
on how alcohol was consumed and
sold, and to some degree those policies
reflected the cultural mores specific to
those states.”
A similar patchwork of laws could
emerge for the regulation of cannabis, he
says, “a substance that is arguably far more
politically charged than alcohol ever was.”
But Alan Shinn, executive director
of the Coalition for a Drug-free Hawaii,
said, “I don’t think that legalization is
inevitable. . . . There’s other alternatives
to legalization. we should really be
taking a public health approach to this,
especially with our youth.” 89
Sabet of Smart Approaches to marijuana says he fears “the commercialization impact” of marijuana legalization.
“I’m really concerned with what I call
‘Big Tobacco 2.0.’ we have to be very
careful about whether we want to roll
out the red carpet for another industry,
one that makes big money off of the
heavy user.”
As the industry grows, observers
say, the structure of the marijuana business will evolve. “You will see very
large growers with very large brands
— equivalent to the Budweisers or the
Coors of the world,” predicts Ewart of
Anne Arundel Community College. “But
you will also see the craft growers,
like the craft brewers, out there producing unique strains with different
tastes and different effects.”
If the ban on interstate transportation
is ended, it could also shake up the
industry’s structure, says Green wave’s
Karnes. “There will be mass consolidation or extinction of the cultivators,” he
predicts. “The proven leaders among
the cultivators will likely be taken over
by tobacco companies or food and beverage conglomerates. On the retail side
we’ll likely see some branding occur,
where some of the products will be
distributed all over the country on a
national level — and quite probably
international as well — just like there
are various types of alcohol available.”

Rep. Blumenauer predicts that within
the next two decades, marijuana “will
be legal in most states.” The federal
government will have rescheduled or
delisted marijuana, which will be taxed
and regulated, he adds, and “there will
be a very strong regime to protect our
children. within 20 years, marijuana is
going to be an accepted part of our
landscape.”
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